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INTRODUCTIONⅠ

Audio-visual speech recognition (AVSR) aims at combining visual
information with the audio information to effectively improve the
recognition accuracy in noisy environment.

Most approaches involve two separate audio and visual streams with
early or late fusion strategies. Such a single-stage fusion method may fail
to guarantee the integrity and representativeness of fusion information
simultaneously.

This paper extends a traditional single-stage fusion network to a two-
step feature fusion network by adding an audio-visual early feature
fusion (AVEFF) stream to the baseline model.

MOTIVATIONⅡ

The visual information is particularly important when the audio
information is contaminated severely in a noisy environment. most
approaches usually extract the spatio-temporal feature of video
sequences by local convolutional operation, which may lose some
information between distant frames.

The way to fuse the visual and audio information is another point of
audio-visual speech recognition task. most methods only consider the
audio-visual fusion in a single stage of the network, which may not be
able to balance the integrity and representativeness of audio and visual
information.

How to capture the long-range dependencies of sequential data?

How to design a fusion method to better integrate the two features?

CONTRIBUTIONSⅢ

A non-local block is inserted in the feature extraction part of the visual
stream (NL-Visual) to capture long-range dependencies by calculating the
distance of all positions.

An audio-visual early feature fusion (AV-EFF) stream is added to form a
two-step feature fusion strategy that can guarantee integrity and
representativeness of features simultaneously.

The experimental results show that our method can improve the fusion
performance in strong noise environment greatly.

THE PROPOSED METHODⅣ

NL-Visual Stream
the output of the 3D CNN is given by:

the output of non-local block is:

visual features can be formulated as:

Audio Stream
take the fast fourier transform (FFT) of x(n) to get the linear spectrum x(k):

the output of the 1D CNN can be expressed as:

audio features can be represented as:

Audio-Visual Early Feature Fusion Stream
late audio-visual feature is obtained:

Audio-Visual Late Feature Fusion
the feature obtained here is:
the final fusion classification result can be obtained:

THE PROPOSED METHODⅤ

Datasets: LRW dataset, LRW-1000 dataset.
Comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods

Ablation study

Evaluation of two-step feature fusion method

Visualization

1. Confusion matrices of baseline
model and our two-step feature
fusion network at -5dB SNR.
2. Classification accuracy of different
fusion methods under different SNR.

PIPELINE OF PROPOSED  TWO-STEP FEATURE FUSION NETWORKⅥ
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